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V This invention-relates to surgical instru 
Inents and particularly to that class known 

_ as 'lkiigh-frequency vesical' electrodes. An ob 

U1 

1 , a natural opening. 

ject of the invention to ‘provide a simple 
compact device in catheter form to be in- » 
serte'd into an internal body cavity through 

A further object is. to 
provide the electrode withan adjustable beak 
or tipfand positive though simple means .un 
der control of $113,,QPQIQJQOI' 'to' manipulate 
the same, Further objects ‘are tocprovide an 
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instrument of this .class which, will not only 
beeifectively insulated electrically but which 
at- the same time. is readily cleansed-an 
“made sterile; and‘ yet. which while of light 
weight is not ‘subject to deteriqriltion and 
chemical decompqsition; ' I ' ' 

" The high frequency .electrodeof this in‘ 
rentilon is intended to he usedrprimarily [in 
combination with a ' cystoscope introduced 
through .a supra. pubic cystotomy opening,’ 
the latter "for the purposeof observing and 
directing the action of the electrode during 
diathenmie fulgnration,’_ The electrode of’ 
this invention is used trans-urethrally for 
the-‘surgical treatment of obstructions and 
def rarities atthe neck of thebladder, and 
for growthsrin its interior, ' > ' ' y‘ 

In the drawinss— ' c 
Fig, 1 shows the manner of. using the i111 

.strurlnent for removing a‘ growth at the vesi- . 
cal ori?ce. ' ' ' 

. Z'is a 
"destroying intraresical growth, 

‘ 3 isfa View of the complete instru 
,.ment," ' ' .- V 

Fig. 4 is a sectional-"view of the sheath,‘ 
Fig. 5 is a View of the electrode parts with 

the-sheath removed and the headzand' handle 
portions in section. i ' ' 

Fig, G-is a detailed- view of the head. show 
ing the manner of adjustment, 
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Fig. 7 is an enlarged detailed view'show 
ing the construction at the tip or beak, and‘ 

Fig. 8 is .asecond detailed View of the tip." 
In the embodiment of my invention shown 

in the drawings A, is a cylindrical tube of 
' insulating material preferably ‘v‘bakelite” or 

‘ similarphenolvcondensation product. _Tl1lS 
‘tube or sheath is of an external diameter 
approximating the minimum average inter~ 
nal surgical diameter of the duct in which 
it is to be inserted, for example the urethra. 

" r ' ' (and ofv a length between distal endna-nd head - 
55 "B equal to the maximumlength of the parts 

in which it is to be inserted. The head vB_ 

detail showing the instrument 

isformed. of the same material as the sheath, 
A, as is also the tubular: extension C.) These 
parts are all securely and rigidly secured to 
gether as by moulding o'r'otherwise seas‘: to 
form; an integral whole. ' ' ' ' ' “ 

>The electrode proper comp-ri' 
tip I. screwed tow a metal, member 2.' The 
party 2: is pivotally connected to each of‘twlo 
long’t'hhi metal, rods Sand .4. Of the rods 
‘3 and 4c‘, the‘one designated 3 isseeurely and 
rigidly held in‘ ahead D of “hakelite” or 
similar'insu'lating materialuwhil'e the other ‘ 
rod 4 passes freely through D and is] in its 
turn secured rigidly to terminal E. Terminal 
E is also of “bakelite” or. similar substance. 
The Part‘ C on ‘head B ?ts into the ‘axially 

7' arranged‘ socket Son head 11). The‘pivot 
Point 5, bf ‘12061 in member 2'iss1i‘ght1rin 
advance of the" pivot. point 6 of rodfl' in 
member 2. Thelouter' ends of the rodS 3 
ands are ?attened and. are accommodated 
in a. slot 7 in member ‘2. v , 
By means of ‘the construction '?rst‘ vd'e 

‘scrib'ed‘ the; tip or beak of the, electrode is 
in axial position when the parts D E 
arev slightly separated, but on member E'be? 
ing‘moVedYtoward'D the rod 4 will also, be 
moved axially and will cause the beak 1' to * 
rotate ‘about the relativel'y‘stationary point 

tive‘ moyement. of parts‘ I) ‘and the" mem 
ber E is provided'with an‘ axially arranged 
vPiotr-action F. which ?tsintoa second'axially 
arranged socket S’ in head D; The: bjea’k'or ‘ 

ses a metal 
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To ‘assure smooth operation in the rcla-k 7 

tip is‘ ?xed and limited in‘its various 'angu-e ' 
lar positions by means‘ of a :{set‘ screw '10 
screwed, through terminal E and bearing at 
its end: ‘against? the head D‘. vpin'll ex 
tending from head D on one side ‘thereof 
cooperating~ with a, hole- in head B-preverrts 
relativerotationof these Darts, while- a sim 
ilar pin 12 on the other side'of D cooperat 
ing with a hole in vE likewise performs this 
function for’ these two parts. 
The radially arranged connector for lead-I ’ 
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ing the high frequency current'is shown at - 
20 and consists of an insulating cylinder of 
F‘bakelite” or similar material inserted in 
head E. 
spring split-clip arrangement 21 connected 
to rod 4; so'that as one side of the source 
'of'high frequency current is connected to 
clin 21 the current will be also connected 
vto ‘the electrode tip 1. ' , 

In Fig. 1 there is shown a manner of using ‘Y 
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WVithin this cylinder isa metal ' 
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V the instrument for fulguration of obstruc?‘ 
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tions at the vesical ori?ce.‘ Here V is the 
cystoscope ‘inserted through the supra-pubic 
cystotomy opening. By inserting the cysto 
scope through the sinus as shown, the action 
‘of the electrode can be‘de?nitely and accu 
rately observed and directed. 
The active electrode is connected to one 

side of a high frequency source of current 
as indicated at M and the other side of the 
source is connected'to the indifferent elec 
trode N bearing against the back of the 
patient. ~ . 

What I claim is; I‘ 
1. A vesical electrode for high frequency 

current comprising the combination of a 
?xed rod, 4a second- rod vmovable relative 
thereto, a terminalbeak pi'votally attached 
to both of said rods, and means for moving 
the one rod relative to the other to angu 
larly swing said beakf 

2. A vesical electrode for high frequency 
current comprising the combination of a 

v I ?xcdrod, a second rod axially movable rela 
25 tive thereto, a terminal beak pivotally at 

tached to both of said rods, and means for 
moving the one rod relative to the other 
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to anvularlyswing said beak. » 
vesical electrode for high frequency 

current comprising the combination of a' 
sheath, a rod in the sheath and ?xed there 
in, a cautery tip mounted on the rod, a sec. 
ond rod in the sheath movable relatively to 
the ?rst rod and attached to the tip, and 
means for moving the second rod. , 
' 4. A vesical electrode for high frequency 
current comprising the combination of a ?xed . 
rod, a second rod movable relative thereto, 
a terminal'beak pivotally attached to both 
of said rods, means for moving the one rod 
relative to the other to'angularly swing said 
beak, and means to ?x the beak in angular 
position. ‘ ' 

a 5. A vesical electrode for high frequency 
current comprising the combination of a 
sheath, a rod in the sheath and ?xed there? 
in, a cautery tip swingably mounted on the 
rod, a second‘ rod in the sheath movable rela 
tively to the ?rst rod and attached to the 
tip, and‘ means for moving the second rod. 
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6. A vesical electrode for high frequency , 
current comprising the combination of a 
sheath, a rod in the sheath and ?xed there- ‘ 
in, a cautery tip swingably mounted, on the 
rod, a second rod in the sheath, movable‘ 
relatively to'the ?rst rod and attached to 
the tip, means for moving the secondlrod, 
and means to ?x the tip in angular position. 

7. A vesical electrode for high frequency 
current, comprising an elongated member 
of insulating material rigid throughout the 
greater part of its length and having a 
swingable metallic cauterytip. ' 

8. A vesical electrodeefor ‘high frequency 
current, comprising an elongated member of 
insulating _ material rigid throughout‘ the 
greater part of its length and havingfa 
swingable metallic cautery tip, pivotally 
connected to the member. ‘ ‘ 

9. A vesical electrode for high frequency 
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current, comprising an elongated sheath of V 
insulating material, a metallic rod in the 
sheath and ?xedtherein,‘ a cautery tip piv 

' otally connected on the rod, a second rod 
in the sheath movable, relatively to the first 
rod and pivotally connected to the tip',imeans 
for moving the second rod, and means for 
connectingv a source of high frequency cur 
rent to the ?rst rod.> ’ 

' 10. A vesical electrode forhigh frequency 
current; comprising an elongated sheath of 
insulating material; a metallic rod in the 
sheath and ?xed therein; a smooth, tapered, 
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blunt-nosed, metallic, cylindrical, cautery " 
tip swingably connected at one side, of its 
rear end to the rod; a longitudinally mov 
able second rod in the sheath havingr a piv 
.otal connection with said tip at the rear 

‘swingable connection; means for moving 
said second rod; means for ?xing the'lon» 
gitudinal movement of the second rod rela 
tive tothe ?rst rod and so the angular posi 
tion of the tip; and means for connecting 
a source of high frequency current to the 
?rst rod.v ' Q 7 ' 

' In testimony’whereof I have signed my 
name to this speci?cation. ' 
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end thereof laterally at a distance from the . 
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